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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TEAM - VARIABLE X

Team Variable X is led by the School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi. It includes ten
contestants from the diverging streams of Architecture and Building Engineering and
Management. We have come together to join the upcoming revolution of sustainable
architecture and to redefine the way medical educational institutes are seen.

Along with the support of Tribhuvan University, our project partner, and several other
industry partners, we have embarked on a mission to design a state-of-the-art super
specialty medical university that not only creates a student-friendly environment to learn
and share knowledge but also fulfills its responsibility to the environment by being net-zero
energy and water building in the city of Kathmandu, Nepal.  


The medical college will be built as a part of a larger development project, including a
trauma care center and a multi-specialty hospital and housing for the doctors and nurses.
This up-and-coming project will become an important development not only in Kirithipur but
also in the neighboring districts. The site is located on a heavily contoured south-facing slope
and is prone to earthquakes (seismic zone V) and has heavy rains in the monsoon months.
The winters in Kathmandu are known to dip as low as 2°C relying on heating for the winter
months. Apart from the natural risk factors, the university is also susceptible to infectious
disease as it is catering to a crowd who majorly split their time between the hospital and
college and an elaborate set of medical laboratories for research purposes. And hence our
design goal is set to create a resilient structure with efficient thermal comfort and a safe
environment for the students. 


We tackled this problem in steps starting from orienting our structure to the sun above and
the contours below and proceeding with a variety of zoning based on the functions
designed to segregate zones that are more prone to infections. We came up with multiple
design ideas and passive strategies and weighed their pros and cons. The design was
optimized step by step. Starting from the envelopes to better cater to the daylight
requirements and heating load reduction. Using meticulously designed shading for every
facade to prevent summer sun and help through solar gains in the winter, thereby reducing
loads, using radiant heating systems to contribute to energy reduction. Energy reduction is
done in various aspects: heating and cooling, equipment’s, lighting, etc. and hence we were
able to reduce our energy performance index from 100 kWh/m2/year to 65 kWh/m2/year
and we have been successfully generating the same amount of electricity through the solar
PV system designed on-site. There are also some thermoelectric generators to add to the
electric grid by converting the heat from the heavy load equipment in the laboratories.
Similarly, the water loads are reduced by using efficient fixtures from 45 LPD (standard from
NBC) to 37 LPD. There has been a significant 41.18% reduction in the water supply for
landscaping by utilizing drip irrigation. Apart from being net-zero energy, the building is
designed to mitigate, adapt and recover from calamities. Several precautionary systems are
placed, learning from the current pandemic to promote social distance in high-risk spaces
and having a separate air supply for the labs with air filtrations.
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TEAM INTRODUCTION
TEAM NAME
INSTITUTION
DIVISION

TEAM - VARIABLE X

Variable X

School of Planning and Architecture, New delhi
Educational building

Dr. Shweta Manchanda

faculty lead


Ar. Kinshuk Aggarwal

Faculty advisors

Ar. Ashwini Dutta

Faculty advisors

Dr. Deepti gupta

Faculty advisors

APPROACH

Our approach to this design is to anchor on the values of climate-responsive strategies based
on passive technologies while respecting the native bye-laws, building codes, and the cultural
and historical background. We intend to focus on energy generation and efficient energy
consumption, materials, utilizing innovative passive technologies, all of which will aid in
creating a sustainable building with ease of function and maintenance in the structure.

SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE, NEW DELHI ( Est. in 1941)

SPA Delhi is a deemed university specializing in education and research in the field of
architecture and planning. Human habitat and environment being the basic concern of the
School, the spectrum of academic programs is being continuously extended towards new
fields. A collaboration with the students pursuing a Master's in building engineering and
management (BEM) is taken up to facilitate us with a better understanding of building
engineering and services.

INDUSTRY PARTNERS
Build Up Nepal

Build up Nepal engineering is mainly focused
on the production of CSEB interlocking
bricks which are earthquake-resilient,
utilizing the local materials. They have
agreed to guide us in setting up a small CSEB
manufacturing system on site.

FINAL DESIGN REPORT 2022

Prayogik technologies

Prayogik technologies is a modern company
in the field of thermoelectricity with a full
technological cycle of development and
production. Their small elegantly designed
gadgets help harvest energy from various
sources.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project is an academic project, which involves designing the
educational block of an already proposed Master Plan, which has
a multi-speciality hospital, a trauma centre, a residential area, and
the educational building.

PROJECT PARTNERS
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal


Project Site

Ring Road

Bagmati river

Fig 02: Site Context Plan

Project Director 

Prof. Dr. Dibya Singh Shah

Dr. Shah is the Dean of Tribhuvan University and plays a vital role in our
project as she has laid down specific spatial requirements for this project
and makes the final call on budgeting.
Key Individual

Prof. Dr. Anil Dewan

Dr. Dewan is the HOD of the Department of Architecture at the School of
Planning and Architecture, New Delhi. He is currently leading the team
which is developing the proposed master plan for Tribhuvan University.


REQUIREMENTS OF PROJECT PARTNER
Designing in a way that causes minimum harm to the existing landscape
Maximum use of natural daylighting and ventilation to reduce the overall cost
Zoning of spaces keeping in mind the rules and regulations of a Medical University
To provide a seamless circulation route for the users between the Academic block and the
hospital
The aim is to provide ease of function and create a student-friendly space that promotes
conversations, collaboration, exchange of knowledge, and practical learning
The site is currently barren land surrounded by densely packed residential development.

CONSTRUCTION BUDGET
Construction Project: 60 Crore INR 
Construction Budget per sqm.: 35000 INR/m2


Building type
Location
No. of occupants
Working hours
Climatic conditions
Total Site Area
Total builtup
ground coverage
Permissable FAR
Applicable building
regulations

Educational building

Kirtipur, Kathmandu

500

8 am - 6 pm 

Cold

12000 sqm

13500 sqm

3000 sqm

1.5

Nepal NBC

Kirtipur bye-laws


Table 01 : Area Program
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CONTEXT AND MARKET ANALYSIS
The site is in the Kirtipur region of Kathmandu, the capital city of Nepal. It is chosen as an
extension to the grounds of Tribhuvan University. It is located along the Bagmati River, and
next to the Ring Road 16 of the Kirtipur region.


The site is a green patch of land in the dense city of Kathmandu and provides relief from the
concrete jungle of modern Kathmandu. Our design works to retain that green lung within the
city as mentioned in the goal (Creating biodiversity).

STATUS OF PROJECT

Unbuilt (Masterplanning)

USER PROFILE

300 Students, 50 Faculty, 40 Administrative staff and 80 technicians and helping staff

Total occupant load = 500

HOURS OF OPERATION

10 Hours on weekdays (8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.)

Segregated hours of operation for the research laboratories (functioning throughout
the year, with no holidays)

project highlights
This academic block is envisioned to provide a comfortable environment to all its users while
making the least impact on the environment. We have tried to leave a smaller footprint by
reducing loads through efficient envelope and equipment and completely reducing the load
for heating and cooling through incorporation of passive strategies.


Design - The goal of our design was to go beyond catering to aesthetics and functionality and
the assist the building in its path to net zero. Integration of passive systems, thin floor plates
and segregation and zoning based on the services rendered for ease of supply and
maintainance were all meticulously made decisions. 


Thermal comfort - One of the major contributers to our low EPI is the eliminations of
requirement for active heating. More than 50% hours were cold which was made
comfortable through efficient use of solar heat gain. The comfort bands were derived from
the Indian model for Adaptive comfort.


Resilience - While responding to all force majeure, fires, etc, the building goes one step
forward and provides community resilience. Having self sufficiency in itself in terms energy
and water it can essentially become an extension to the hospital in times of need. 


Innovation - Our approach to design was problem solving. Identifying problem spots and
coming up with innovative solutions. Problems like excessive heat loss to the earth, waste
heat radiated from the ILR, Overheating of computer labs due to equipmment loading,
constant climate change and its impact on solar gains were all the problems catered to with
unique and differnent solutions. 
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Envelope
Structure

RCC Frame work

M25 Design mix, Fe 500 rebars

External wall

15 mm Cement Plaster 

125 mm CSEB Brick 

70mm expanded polyurethane

125 mm CSEB Brick 

15mm cement plaster

R value = 0.02 m2K/W
R value = 0.74 m2K/W
R value = 3.04 m2K/W
R value = 0.74 m2K/W
R value = 0.02 m2K/W

Total R value = 4.56 m2K/W
U value = 0.21 m2K/W

Internal wall

15 mm Cement Plaster

250 mm CSEB Brick

15 mm Cement Plaster

R value = 0.02 m2K/W
R value = 0.66 m2K/W
R value = 0.02 m2K/W

Total R value = 0.70 m2K/W
U value = 1.43 m2K/W

8mm plaster

150 mm RCC slab 

70 mm polyurethane insulation

50 mm decking sheet + concrete

30 mm mortar

20mm tiles

R value = 0.02 m2K/W
R value = 0.09 m2K/W
R value = 4.03 m2K/W
R value = 0.08 m2K/W
R value = 0.04 m2K/W
R value = 0.02 m2K/W

Total R value = 4.28 m2K/W
U value = 0.23 m2K/W

Saint-gobain 6+12+6 mm
toughened glass


VLT= 45%, U-Value= 1.3 WWR= 40%

Roof

Window

Table 02 : Envelope specifications

LPD
Comp. Lab.
5 W/m2

Lecture Theatre
3 W/m2

Exam Hall
3.5 W/m2

Research Lab
6 W/m2

Cafe
5 W/m2

Admin
5 W/m2

Cafe
12 W/m2

Admin
3 W/m2

Table 03 : LPD

*Refer to Appendix - Perfomance Specifications



EPD

Comp. Lab.
18 W/m2

Lecture Theatre
3.5 W/m2

Exam Hall
1 W/m2

Research Lab
6 W/m2
Table 04 : EPD

*Refer to Appendix - Perfomance Specifications



er Systems

Wat

Water Source
Municipal + Rainwater
Treated Grey water
Treated Black water

Brand
Power
3 Hp Crompton Centrifugal Monoset Pumps
3 Hp Crompton Centrifugal Monoset Pumps
1.5 Hp Crompton Centrifugal Monoset Pumps
Table 05 : Water pumps Specs

Table 06 : Rainwater management strategies in the landscape

Decentralised Wastewater Treatment System - 7500 l/Day
Anaerobic Reactor Anaerobic Filter
Settler
Storage Tank
2x2x3
8x2x3
6x2x3
2x2x2
Table 07 : Black water treatment system sizing

Soil Biotechnology system Sizing - l x b x h - 6000 l/Day
Screening Chamber Sedimentation Tank SBT Filter Storage Tank
2x2x2

1.5 x 1.5 x 4

2x2x3

Stormwater
Bioswales
Pervious pavemens
Ponds

Rainwater
8 Recharge wells
Xeriscaping - 400m²
Check dams

1.5 x 1.5 x 2

Table 09 : Grey water treatment system sizing

Capacity (l) Dimension (m)
Storage
2,38,000 10(l) x 6(b) x 4(d)
Rainwater Tank
45,000 5(l) x 3(b) x 3(d)
Underground Tank
Overhead Tank
30,000 5(l) x 2(b) x 3(d)
Table 08 : Tank Sizing

Irrigation System
Drip Irrigation

Brand
Efficiency
85%
Sital Thopa Sichai
Table 10 : Irrigation

HVAC

Type of System
DOAS System

ENEWABLE SYSTEM

Ventilation Rate
3000 CFM
4000 CFM
5000 CFM

Brand
Midea MKS05D6/C-T 05D
Midea MKS05D6/C-T 06D
Midea MKS05D6/C-T 07D

Table 11 : HVAC System Specs

R

*Refer to Energy Performance - Renewable Energy
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We set up our goals taking up building standards such as GRIHA, LEED and Super ECBC
Standards. We aimed to achieve a net-zero energy, net-zero water building, that uses
innovative systems that can be scaled for a sustainable future. The goals set and achieved are
as follows
Zoning based on functionality and accessibility

Use of thin floor plates to achieve UDI area range
of more than 60% for 90% annual hours
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Orientation as per the solar path

Natural ventilation

Integration of hangout spaces with landscape

Reducing Artificial power density
ENERGY PERFORMANCE

Target EPI: 65 kWh/m²/year

Achieved EPI : 35.3 kWh/m²/year

Increasing UDI area range more than 60% to
reduce artificial lighting load

Net positive

Optimising material finishes for daylighting
Generating electricity from the biodegradable
waste through small thermoelectric generator

ENGINEERING AND
OPERATIONS

Regular checks to ensure efficient hvac system

Placement of ER and AHU at the centre of the
structure

Use of locally sourced construction material

Thin floor plates to increase daylighting and
cross ventilation
HEALTH AND WELL BEING

Radiant heating system in winters. 

Achieved heating without system.

Dedicated Air exchange system in the labs to
prevent air-contamination and infilitration

Per-capita demand reduction atleast by 30%
WATER PERFORMANCE
Complete recycling of generated waste water

Maximising rainwater harvesting and storage

Net positive
Effective water irrigation strategies
incorporated in the landscape

Reduce Irrigation demand atleast by 40%
RESILIENCE

LED Pressure detectors to identify potentially
high risk transmission zones

Use of low-flow fixtures

Using seismic joints and expansion joints
INNOVATION
Use of CSEB bricks along with reinforcement

Use of plastic block to prevent heat loss

Harnessing the waste heat to heat water to be
used in the laboratories.
AFFORDABILITY
Reducing cooling cost by using thermoelectric
generators

Use of Thermoelectric generators which uses
biomass as heat source (biodegradable waste)

CSEBs are about 40% cheaper than typical
bricks and can save on cooling and heating costs

Facilitate natural ventilation to curtail the
spread of COVID

SCALABILITY AND MARKET

Right sizing of HVAC systems and lighting and
equipment requirement

because of low U value

Pre-fabricated structure
Use of modular facade to suit the climate

Attractive Pitch to Project Partner
COMMUNICATION
Utilising targeted hashtags to reach various
stakholders

Use of local materials

Fig. 04 : Goals and Strategies
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INTEGRATED DESIGN APPROACH
research and innovation

Material

HVAC

Thermal comfort

Renewable energy

design development

site study

bubble diagram

Zoning

Passive strategy

design optimisation

facade detailing

simulations

analysis

Detailing

Fig 05 : Design approch illustration

The approach to this design problem was split into three phases - The research and
innovation phase, the design development phase and the design optimisation phase.

The group was split into two halves and the phase 1 and 2 were done simultaneously. Out of
phase two came 4 different design iterations out of which one was taken forward for Phase
3 - the optimisation phase. 

Different strategies were tested out on the finalised design and were further detailed based
on simulations and intensive discussions. 

The approach ensured that the goals were focused on and the workable strategies were
further detailed for better results.
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Fig 06 : Design Workflow
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DESIGN WORKFLOW
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TEAM DISCUSSIONS

Our team, Variable X, set up regular meetings to discuss sub-divisions as well as an overall
approach. The group also held regular meetings with TRGs, Faculty, attended webinars

regularly and also took help and guidance from our project partner and industry partners.
The meetings were planned on our common google calendar, and the topic of discussion was
divided beforehand. These meetings were held on the Google meet platform and co-working
platforms such as Figma, Google Drive, Jamboards and Excel Sheets were used.

Fig 07 : Coworking platform

Fig 09 : Meeting Schedule

Fig 08 : Team Discussion

Meeting Topic

Meeting Guest

Brief description of project
Landscape designing on contours
Project Introduction & Resilience
Design Builder Experts
HVAC expert
Costing (civil and services)

Mr. Sandal Kapoor
Mr. Nikhil Dhar
Ms. Nyati Gupta
Gaurav Shorey, Nishesh Jain & Ibrahim Hitwala
Mr. Abid Hussain
Mr. Alok Sahdev
Table 12 : List of meetings

SOFTWARES USED

SOFTWARE USED

PURPOSE

AutoCAD
Sketchup, Revit
Parametric Design
Climate Consultant 6
Andrew Marsh
Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop
Lumion
Design Builder
Google Workspace
Figma

Drafting
Modelling
Rhino - Grasshopper
Climate Analysis
WWR Simulations
Diagrams, Renders
3D Visualisation
Thermal Comfort Simulations, Visual Comfort
Simulations, Heating Design

Interaction, Co-working
Compilation, Presentation
Table 13 : List of Software used
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CLIMATE ANALYSIS
Location
Elevation

Kathmandu, Nepal
1337m

Climate

Cold climate

Latitude


28.3949° N, 84.1240° E

Maximum Temperature


30.5°C in summers

Minimum Temperature


-1°C in winters

Precipitation 


362 mm in monsoon months

Annual precipitation 1440.0mm

Relative humidity levels

50% - 96%

Fig 10 : Wind Rose and Sun Path
Diagram

Table 14 : Climate Analysis of Kathmandu

CHART

DATA

ANALYSIS

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Average temperature = 25°C
High temperature= 30.5°C
Low temperature = - 1°C
Comfort zone = 18.5 to
28.5°C

Cross-Ventilation works well
for this climate.
Strategies need to be
worked out for passive heat
gain of the building


SKY COVER RANGE
The mean sky cover is around
30-55% during most of the
months.
Sky cover during monsoon is
around 70 – 85% 


During the monsoon when
the sky cover is more and the
scope of harnessing solar
energy becomes feeble


TIME TABLE PLOT
More than 50% of time
period is colder i.e. lies
between 0° to 20°
The time period 12pm to
4pm acccount for substantial
heat gain of the building. 



Need for active/passive
design interventions to
increase the thermal mass of
the building
Cross-ventilation will help us
to maintain the temperature
within the comfort zone


WIND VELOCITY RANGE
Annual mean = 1.5 m/s
Annual max = 4.1 m/s
Annual min = 2.1 m/s


Fairly consistent low level
winds in this region. So Wind
energy can’t be harnessed
Wind turbines require a min.
of 24 m/s wind velocity but
now it is at a range of 2-4 m/s
which is clearly less. 


PRECIPITATION
July is the wettest month
with 362.0 mm rainfall
November is the driest
month with 7.0 mm rainfall.
The average precipitation is:
1448.0 mm


Monsoon rains plays an
important role to supply for
the water demand of the
building
Recharge wells, checkdams
and rainwater storage tanks
can be built to harvest
rainwater


Table 15 : Detaile Climate Analysis of Kathmandu
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Immediate Context

SITE ANALYSIS
Campus
Academic Site

High Tension Power Line
High tension power line
with offset of 12 m on
both sides.

Access

Fig 12 : Master Plan Academic block highlighted

Ring Road (15 m Wide)

WATER SUPPLY

Internal Roads

ain water source : Bagmati River (5-10
kms from Tribhuvan University)

Water Management : Kathmandu
Upatyaka Khanepani Limited (KUKL) 

Additional water source : Taudaha Pond.


M

Land Use
Unused Land
Residential Areas

Existing Building On Site
Gradation
Flat Land
Low Gradation

SOIL data
Sandy loam soil 

PH range - 5.6 - 7.4

Ground water table level - 6m

Water hold capacity 58%

Specific gravity = 2.58-2.69

Bulk density = 1.69 gm/cm3 

Bearing capacity =94.81kn/m2

High Gradation

Drainage
The Academic site is located
at a higher point, no risk of
flooding and the natural
drainage is towards the road.
Fig 11 : Exploded Axonometric site

SWOT ANALYSIS

SITE SECTION

STRENGTHS
All necessary amenities like bus stops, bank, police
station are within 1km radius of the site.
South facing slope, ideal for solar exposure
It is easily accessible from both hostel and hospital as it
is placed at the middle of the site



Section AA’

OPPORTUNITIES
Rainwater harvesting can be done successfully in
contoured site
The hospital and academic block are placed close to
each other allowing direct connectivity between them.




WEAKNESSES
A high tension electric line passes across the site.
The site is located in a earthquake prone area
High contoured site, demanding design in multiple
levels
Form exploration will be tough due to linearity of the
academic block.
Difficult to access it from the main road.
THREATS
High tension electric line is unsafe for the people.
Contoured site as well as earthquake prone area,
makes it challenging for structural design 



Educational Building Site

Open Ground for Future Expansion
0m

10m

AA’

BB’

30m

Hospital Block

100m

Section BB’

Educational Building Site
0m

10m

30m

Housing Block

100m

Fig 13 : Site Section
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DESIGN ITERATIONS

Fig 14 : Solar Concentrator

Fig 15 : Partial Trombe Wall

Fig 16 : Water wall

Fig 17 : Trombe wall- sun Space

Fig 18: Section through Trombe wall

COMPARISON
All 3 Designs were analysed and compared, based on the 10 contests
and goals set by us. The designs were judged based on potential to be
effective in reducing EPI and in terms of natural daylighting, passive
gains during winters, etc. The simulations were performed using Design
Builder block models as well as grasshopper for the initial stages.
Fig 19 : Comparison Between
Different Iterations
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
concept
TERRACE GARDEN

CONNECTION

FLOOR PLATES

To provide natural
insulation

Multiple connection spaces
- towards landscape,
auditorium and hospital

Thin floor plates to
maximise natural
ventilation and daylighting

ATRIUM

INTERACTION

RELIEF MAPPING

Central Interaction Space
and Provision for Natural
Ventilation

Central atrium and cafe
space for interaction

Contour considerations to
minimise cut and fill

Fig 20 : Design Concept

FORM

STAGE I

Placing of a block along the
contours

STAGE II

Subtraction of blocks to create
public, private entrances and a
central atrium

STAGE III

Multi-floor level glazed
atrium on Southern Facade

STAGE IV

Subtraction from top floors to
create terrace gardens

Fig 21 : Form Development

SITE PLAN

Fig 22 : Site Plan
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ARCHITECTURAL VISUALISATION

Fig 23 : 3D Visualisations

The building is designed along a South facing singly loaded corridor while all the classrooms
and admin areas, laboratories are all placed towards the north receiving adequate
daylighting. The massing of the building was done to have a thin floor plate to ensure
daylight penetration and ventilation. The adjoining space to the corridor is a quadruple
height space which essentially acts as a green house in winters and when the vents are open
in the summers acts like a chimney promoting stack effect. 


A lot of interactive spaces have been incorporated on every floor like the atriums and terrace
gardens to stimulate discussions and engagement. As per the clients request the educational
block is directly connected to the hospital block via two paths - ground floor and one on the
second floor directly connected to the research labs. The laboratories were designed with
utmost care to cater to the standards of biosafety level 2.

zonING

Fig 24 : Zoning
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SPACE PLANNING

Fig 25: Indoor Cafe Axometric

Fig. 26 :Library Axometric

Fig. 27 : Outdoor Cafe Axometric

After finalising the design form and zoning, each space was carefully planned keeping in
mind the occupancy and an efficient circulation space. Interior zones were given
importance as much as the outdoor spaces, and made sure to remain in the respective
zone of accessibility and privacy. Each space is specifically designed to cater to its
functionality following all guidelines and Bye-Laws.

RESEARCH LABS
Our educational building hosts 8 different
highly specialised labs with a bio safety
level 2 and all these labs are segregated to
a floor with proper safety measures and a
direct connect to hospital for specimens.

Fig 29: Research Labs - Axometric
Fig 28: Second Floor Plan

section
+17200
+14400
+10800
+7200
+3600
±00

-5800
Fig 30 : Section
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PASSIVE STRATEGY
COMFORT in summers
In the summer months, we mainly rely on shading
devices, stack effects, and ceiling fans. Several
simulations without shading or vents and with
both in place were conducted and it was analyzed
we were able to combat the solar gain through
shading. In summer natural ventilation is in place
and therefore reduces the need for mechanical
ventilation. Through these strategies, we were
able to achieve a peak temperature of 31.9°C in
the summer design week, which can be countered
using ceiling fans. And hence comfort
temperatures are being achieved in the summers
without the use of cooling and ventilation systems.

Fig 31 : Passive strategy During Summers

COMFORT in WINTERS
The IOT for winter design was closely analyzed
and it was noted there was a considerable heat
gain due to the passive strategy and lighting,
occupancy, equipment. The lowest temperature
during the occupied period was 18.46°C which
can easily be combated by the clothing (clo value)
and to prevent any cold external air a DOAS with
the heating coil is installed for ventilation. 


During a 24 hr analysis, it showed that the solar
heat gain was being retained due to the efficient
building envelope throughout the day.

IOT(°C) Outside dry bulb(°C)

22.04

15.7

lighting(kW)

1.28

occupancy(kW)

1.65

solar gain(kW)

mech vent(kW) 



12.6

4.45

Table 16 : IOT in Winter Design Peak

ELEVATION

Indoor Operative Temperature (in C)

IOT in Winter Design Peak 22nd december at 2:00
pm

Fig 32 : Passive strategy During Winters

Fig 33: IOT in Summer Design Peak

Fig 34 : North Elevation
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HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

77.028 %

VISUAL COMFORT (DAYLIGHTING)

66.171%

The building achieves useful daylight illuminence of >
100 lux and <2000 lux for >60% of the floor area for
90% of annual hours (SuperECBC). This optimization of
was done through a process. 

At first the window wall ratio was set to optimum
through a comparison with heat loss and daylight
requirements. Then the shading devices were designed
to reduce glare. The interior finishes were selected
carefully to allow the light to bounce.

67.658%
55.568%
56.63%

Fig 35: UDI map
Corridor

21.285%

Corridor

shading 

over heated hours
Fig 36: Corridor daylighting and shading design

59.492%

Table 17 : floor area in range for UDI and sDA

KINETIC FACADE

These low cost mechanical shading devices play
a huge role in maintain visual as well as thermal
comfort. The shades can be opened as per
requirement to block out harsh sun and can be
opened during the winters to let the radiations
enter into the building.

Fig 37: Kinetic Facade

IMAC COMFORT MODEL

For our design, we have adapted the Indian model of
adaptive comfort. In this model, the indoor operative

temperature varies in response to the local outdoor
conditions. Our building comes under the category of
mixed-mode hence the IoT is calculated using the
formula,


IOT = ( 0.28 x outdoor temperature ) + 17.87
Fig 3 : IOT from IMAC and Daily average
This outdoor temperature takes the 30-day outdoor running mean air temp. From this IOT, a
range of ±3.46 ° C is accepted as comfortable by 90% of the population. The conditions
annually are divided into two critical categories and then catered to.
8

Operative Temp. Avg (°C)
Outside DBT. (°C)

Jan
Feb
21.30 23.30
9.21 11.64

March
25.30
15.46

April
June
May
July
August
27.65 28.85 29.24 29.37 28.86
19.32 21.06 23.15 23.28 22.95
Table 18 : Monthly Dry Bulb Temperture

Sept
28.29
21.83

Oct
27.46
19.40

Nov
24.29
14.12

Dec
22.04
10.62

The peak IOT is tabulated and it is evident that in winters the temperatures are near 21°C and
in summers it goes up to an average of 29.37°C. In winters the temperature does fall around
19 °C in very few hours and to further warm up the place a DOAS with a heating coil is used
for fresh air exchanges which delivers air at 20°C. (Refer HVAC Loop in Engg. & Operations.)
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Mechanically ventilated

IOT (in C)

DBT (in C)

THERMAL COMFORT
temperature and humidity

TEAM - VARIABLE X

65.3% 

Comfort hours

Relative Humidity (%)
Fig

39 : DBT

vs Humidity plotted with Comfort Band

Naturally ventilated

20.8% Comfort temp, 

high humidity, 

naturally ventilatted

Relative Humidity (%)
Fig 40 :IOT vs Humidity plotted with Comfort Band

A total working hours of around 4015 hours were taken into consideration. The DBT and
humidity was plotted with the comfort band in place and the uncomfortable hours were
identified. Around 52.6% of the time the temperatures were lower than the comfort
temperatures and 24.3% hours have high humidity. After identifying the IOT has been
modified to fit the IMAC comfort band using the strategies in TABLE NO 21. By adapting
these passive strategies we were able to achieve comfort for 83 % ( 3335 of 4015) hours of
the year. There are 14 hours that lie below the comfort band and 25 hours that lie above 30 °
C. The summer months are using natural ventilation and ceiling fans which bring down
the temperature by upto 2-3°C as per the research paper “Ceilingfan-integrated air conditioning” by UC Berkeley (Detailed Paper
given in References). Given the natural ventilation and the air
speed from the ceiling fan and clo values that suit summer
clothing the spaces inside should be comfortable even at
temperatures such as 31 ° C.

AIR EXCHANGES
Providing adequate number of fresh air
exchanges was a top priority to maintain
physical and mental wellness especially
given the spread of infectious diseases. The
laboratiry fresh air supply is maintained
throughout the year mechanically and
additional filters are added. While for the
rest of the building a DOAS system is used
during the winter months where the
requirement for fresh air is purely met
mechanically. A heating coil is attached to
heat the incoming air that is to be supplied.

Fig 41 : percentage satisfaction

Fig 42 : HVAC

PMV PPD

Tool

SLD

0 MJ

Embodied Energy

CARBON EMISSION

Plastic bricks have replaced conventional red bricks (made with
clamp kiln) in the lower ground floor to provide insulation to
reduce heat from the ground floor lost to the ground and
reduce the carbon emission of a conventional red brick having an
embodied energy of 6.3 MJ to 0 MJ (as per the IFC database.)
This also caters to the environment to protect plastic waste from
being burned, dumped or mixed with other waste and instead
catering to a better usage.
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE

Fig 44 : Energy Performance Flow Diagram

PASSIVE STRATEGY

Fig 46 : Air Flow Analysis for Passive Strategy (Summer Peak)

Wind speed and direction, vector
diagram depicting the exhaust
through the vent at the third floor
exhibiting stack effect, and the influx
of cold air during summers through
the windows into the working area.
Fig 45 : CFD Analysis for Passive Strategy (Summer Peak)

In winters, the passive strategy works through solar heat gain, in the summer the strategy
works based on stack effect. And this CFD clearly shows that the outdoor cool air enters into
the building through the windows and gets heated up and escapes into the corridor space
and it is exhausted through the vents on the top and this shows that the temperature is
maintained at 29.17°C in the occupied areas and the escaping air is at a temperature of
31.98°C.
Season & Months

Conditioned

Unconditioned

SUMMERS

( apr-sep )

-

Passive Stategy for Air Movement

Natural Ventilation with Ceiling
Fans

WINTERS

( Oct - March )

Fresh Air Supply using Supply with
heating coil unit

Heating using passive strategy and
air movement

Table 19 : Thermal Comfort Summary Table

Our design involves a passive strategy that uses the southern sun
space for heat gain during winters (Refer: Architectural Design).
The passive strategy helps us reduce the heat capacity from a
standard block to a block with southern atrium. The passive
strategy was tested for comfort zones on a Design builder box
model and a CFD Analysis result shows the wind movement during
the summer peak for the same.



Fig 47 : Tapestries On Walls, and Carpets
on the Floors

Adopting tapestries on walls, and carpets on the floors in the lower basement (library)
adds additional insulation using passive techniques. Phase change materials in the pipes in
the computer labs have been used to absorb excess heat during summers and let out
retaining heat during winters.
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LPD (W/m2)

EPD (W/m2)

EPD and LPD

Fig 48 : EPD Graph

Fig 49 : LPD Graph

Fig 50 : Lighting Control Graph

The EPD and LPD was optimised and rightsized using EnergyStar rated appliances and
fixtures. Lighting demand was reduced by daylighting and the requirement was analysed
with the use of lighting control in designbuilder.

ENVELOPE OPTIMISATION

50 mm Chinese mosaic
Decking sheet + concrete
70mm Expanded polyurethene

Glazing
Optimisation

Wall Envelope
Optimisation

Roof Envelope
Optimisation

50 mm screed
150 mm RCC Slab

75 %

12 mm Ceiling Plaster

Fig 52: Roof Envelope (U-Value: 0.23 m2K/ W)
15 mm Interior 

Plaster
CSEB Brick

Base Case

Glazing

DGU Glazing Unit
Optimised

Wall

CSEB Wall and Roof Envelope
Optimised

Ceiling

Roof

70mm Expanded 

polyurethene
125 mm CSEB Brick

Floor

Cement Cladding

Fig 51: Envelope Optimisation

Fig 53: Wall Envelope (U-Value: 0.21 m2K/ W)

Envelope optimization was done by optimizing the glazing, wall, and roof envelope. Multiple
envelopes were simulated using design-builder and envelopes having suitable U-Values as
per Super ECBC Standards as well as locally available materials were chosen to reduce heat
loss by up to 75%.



WWR 30

WWR 40

WWR 50


 



L

49.76

45.56

40.16

GF

30.09

29.82

29.382



FF

42.158

60.3

61.182



SF

40.6

58.5

60.39



Table 20 : WWR for different floors

 



 



 



TF

44.562

57.023

58.54



Glazing losses

The ground floor suffers from heat losses to the ground and thus, the heat load of the
ground floor is reduced using plastic bricks in the lower basement to reduce the heat
transmission to the Earth. The plastic brick insulation was tested using a block model and the
reduction in the heating design capacity was found using the same.

Fig 54: Glazing losses

 



The daylight optimization was done in multiple stages. Firstly multiple window-wall ratios
were compared in terms of daylighting and heating load. WWR 30, 40, 50 are compared, and
WWR 40 is chosen as it gave a substantial increase in daylighting without much heat loss in
glazing. WWR 50 was avoided as it had high amounts of heat loss through glazing.

After the WWR was fixed, the shading device is designed for every orientation.
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HVAC RIGHTSIZING
Our HVAC System was completely eliminated due to the
passive strategy, and heat gain due to the envelope.

A DOAS System was added purely for the intent of providing
fresh air exchanges. 

AHU Sizes were calculated space wise using Design Builder
which reduced the DOAS Design capacity by 56% against the
rule of thumb of 1 ton for 150 sq. ft.

56%

Index
Base case
Fig 55 : Base case 

comparison for tonnage

EPI REDUCTION
74.7%

Fig 56 : EPI Comparison

(Base Case vs Efficient Case)

Case
Baseline

Envelope

Efficient

CSEB Bricks

230 mm Brickwork with
plaster both sides

Fig 57 : EPI Reduction

LPD

EPD

HVAC

11 W/sq m

16 W/sq m

Fan Coil Unit

3 W/m2

4 W/m2

DOAS System with heating coil unit at
20 deg C operation

Table 21 : Comparison of baseline and efficient EPI

The strategy to reduce EPI, was done in a step by step manner.

The LPD and EPD were optimised first, when it was finalised that the university will only be
using EnergyStar Rated products.

Our passive strategy helped us achieve a low EPI here itself.

We further reduced the lighting and HVAC loads by optimising the envelope. Further, vents
were added to support our passive strategy in the summers.

On doing this, our EPI came down to a low 10 kWh/sq. m./yr.

However, the passive strategy did not provide for any fresh air exchanges during winters, so a
DOAS System was added for the same. The DOAS System works only during winters and
throughout the year for the labs, which also accomodates for an extra filtration hence
requiring a higher volume and increasing the EPI to 35.3 kWh/sq. m./yr.


A series of simulations were carried out to attain the EPI of 35.3 kWh/ sq. m./ yr, which is
74.7% lower than a base EPI of 100 kWh/ sq. m./ yr for a university typology.


The major heating load is taken care of by the passive strategy used. The DOAS system was
required to provide minimum air exchanges (scheduled to operate during winter months),
which increased the optimized EPI after EPD Optimisation from 10 back to 34.9.
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RENEWABLE
The site completely depends on solar for energy generation. The entire energy consumption
of the building is met by the energy generation by the PV panels. A plant of 320 kW size
consisting of 825 panels is planned across the rooftop of the academic block, the connected
auditorium and parking. And with this system a total energy of 4,96,057 kWh is harnessed
annually. The technical specifications of the panels and the monthly breakup of the energy
generation is as follows :
Built-Up Area (sq. m.)

Total size of the P.V. system (kW)

Power of 1 panel (W)

Total number of panels

Targetted EPI (kWh/year)

Electricity consumed annually (kWh)

Total electricity generated in a year (kWh)

Degradation of generation per year (%)

Total electricity generated in a year including
degradation (kWh)




13500

320

375

854

35.3

4,76,550

4,96,057

0.5

4,93,576


Fig 58 : Annual generation vs consumption

Table 22 : Renewable Energy Calculations

specifications
 


DC System size

Module type

Array type

Array tilt

Array Azimuth 

System losses

invertor Efficiency 

DC to AC Size ratio

product : rec twinpeak
320 kW 

Premium

fixed

30°

180°

14.08%

96%

1.2



Dimension

Area and weight

Glass

Backsheet 

Frame 

Cell type

Peak power watts 

module efficiency

1755 x 1040 x 30

1.83m2 and 20.0kg

3.2mm solar glass with antireflection

Highly resistant polymeric construction

Anodized Aluminium with silver support bars

120 half cut mono c-Si p-type cells

375 Wp

19.2%


Table 23 : Product specifications

Fig 59 : pv panel layout

Fig 60 : smart grid integration SLD

The system is split into a 136 kW system, 68 kW system and a 116kW system across the three
roofs. The smart grid integration happens ina way that the electricity is fed into a meter and
in case of excess electricty than required it is fed to the grid and electricity is taken from the
grid when required.
The energy generation and consumption data is then accessed by the BMS System and is
then sent to the art installation to keep the users in connect. This is done to make them
aware of the self-sufficient working of the building and to maintain awareness and
consciousness in the usage of the net-zero buildings and for them to make small
contributions to save energy.
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URBAN WATER PERFORMANCE 

KATHMANDU CITY

According
to
Kathmandu
Upatyeka
Khanepani Limited (KUKL), a public private
entity managing Kathmandu’s water supply,
water demand reached 472 million litres per
day in 2021 while the supply was just 110
million litres per day. For about 70% of
households in Kathmandu valley tap water is
the primary source of water but it is severely
inadequate to fulfil daily needs. About 15%
of people now depend on water tankers that
supply water privately. Around 224 billion
cubic metres of water from the nepal
mountains goes and mixes with Bay of
bengal without getting utilised. Hence,
despite having abundant water resources
the supply is less in Kathmandu so there is a
shortage of water but water is not actually
scarce. There are several reasons behind the
increasing gap between water demand and
supply in Kathmandu; environmental,
political,
economical,
technical
and
anthropogenic causes have resulted into
such a severe water problem in Kathmandu.

472


362

MLD

MLD

THE STONE SPOUT SYSTEM


TRADITIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY


Stone spouts were the first hydraulic
structures used in Nepal, mostly in
Kathmandu Valley, to collect and distribute
drinking water’ Shallow aquifers and springs
were used as the main sources of water for
stone spouts. Water was channelled for
some distance from its source to the spouts.
The rapid urbanisation acitivities limited the
recharging capacity of traditional spouts by
destroying the state canals which had been
constructed from the foothills to deliver
water to stone spouts. This left traditional
spouts in a very weak and poor condition.

Fig.62 : Stone water spout illustration


PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED


110 


TOTAL 

DEMAND
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AT THE CITY LEVEL


MLD
AVERAGE MUNICIPAL
SUPPLY
OTHER
SOURCES

Fig.61 : Municipal water supply vs demand

SOURCE: KUKL Annual Report 2021-22

Another biggest problem in Nepal to date is
water pollution. In Kathmandu alone,
around 150 tons of waste end up in the
rivers.
Researchers
found
high
concentrations of lead in the drinking water
in different parts of Nepal; high arsenic
content in the groundwater of the Terai
region, high levels of arsenic in shallow tube
wells, and waterborne diseases’. Water
pollution in Nepal is primarily due to the use
of pesticides, fertilizers, harmful effluent
discharge into the rivers, and untreated
waste water discharged into the rivers.

FINAL DESIGN REPORT 2022

We have tried to identify major problems at
the city level in order to solve them at our site
level which are as follows
The
unregulated
extraction
of
underground water by both private
operators and KUKL, has lowered the
groundwater table
Lack of proper water management
strategies
Poor water supply system
Direct dicharge of harmful effluents and
untreated waste water into the
environment resulted in the contamination
of groundwater and the river streams
Proper rainwater harvesting techniques
have not been implemente
Groundwater recharge is not seen as a part
of water managemen
Proper encouragement of public water
systems is not given from the government
side.
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RAINWATER HARVESTING

Using low-flow plumbing fixtures, we have
Effective Catchment Area = 5593 m²

reduced the per capita demand to 31.5 LPD
Available Rainfall annually = 5738 KL

against the calculated demand of 69 LPD as
Discharged Stormwater = 1200 KL

per GRIHA Manual and the NBC recommended
Harvested Rainwater = 4538 KL


value of 45 LPD. The daily water demand for
various flushing and non-flushing purposes is Rainwater is primarily harvested through
the rooftop and stored in UGT. The
pegged at 15750 Litres per day.


landscape also harvests some of the
RO WATER REQ.

rainwater through gabion and check-dams
3200 LPD
and
recharge wells built all over the site.
WC

Building
up retention tanks, bioswales and
5040 LPD
KITCHEN

ponds will also help us in stormwater
15,750 

1460 LPD
management.




ABLUTION 

CLEANERS SINK

340 LPD
LAV. FAUCETS

1310 LPD
SHOWER

750 LPD

LITRES

Fig.63 : Daily consumption and demand

BASELINE COMPARISON

TAPS

1430 LPD
URINALS

1340 LPD
LAB FAUCETS

880 LPD

UV
Rainwater

Desilting

Chamber

Disc filter/

Sand filter

UV Water
 Consumption
Filter

Table 24 : Water Balance Sheet

Reduction in the Indoor water demand 

We were able to witness a reduction in per
capita demand of 54% from the GRIHA’s value
and a 30% reduction from the NBC value
through the use of water-efficient fixtures. We
are proposing GRIHA rated Jaquar’s low-flow
fixtures for the entire building and KENT RO
to meet the drinking water demand
considering their efficiency, affordability ,and
availability in the Nepal market.



Fig.64 : Indoor water demand - Baseline Comparison
Efficient Case (Irrigation
Efficiency at 85%)

Base Case (Irrigation
Efficiency at 50%)

Water in Litres

Reduction in the Outdoor water demand 

We were able to reduce the irrigation demand
by 41% through efficient irrigation strategies
like drip irrigation and sprinklers and
minimizing the water demand by planting
native trees and practicing Xeriscaping.
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Rainwater

Tank
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FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Months

Fig.65 : Outdoor water demand - Baseline Comparison
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ANNUAL WATER CYCLE
Harvested rainwater and municipal water supply are the two primary sources of water to our
building. Around 1200 KL of rainwater is discharged as stormwater into the check dams,
bioswales and recharge wells. We are using 2800 KL of municipal water for 7 months. The
black water from the WC, bidets, kitchen is treated in a improved spetic tank after which the
effluent enters the SBT system for further treatement. Grey water from lavatory faucets,
showers, RO outlet directly enters the SBT system for treatment. After which the treated
water is pumped to the flushes of WC and also used for irrigation. Around 562 KL of treated
water is returned to the public source annually.
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Fig.66 Annual Water cycle
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waste water treatment
100% of the accumulated wastewater is treated in-situ treatment as per the CPCB norms. We
are proposing Soil Biotechnology (SBT) based STP for the treatment of greywater. An
integrated system that involves a improved septic tank to separate out the effluent and the
SBT system to make the effluent feasible for reuse has been proposed to treat black water.
The SBT plant is capable of taking 6 KL of greywater everyday. The improved septic tank is
capable of handling 8.5 KL of blackwater everyday. The wastewater from the laboratory is
treated separately. The chemical and wet waste from the laboratory is disposed into a lined
tank, where it will be neutralized with lime. The capacity of the tank is 1000 litres.
GREYWATER TREATMENT - SOIL BIOTECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

SBT is a wastewater treatment process, which is based on a soil biology based bio-conversion
process where fundamental reactions of nature, namely respiration, photosynthesis and
mineral weathering take place in a soil like media housing micro & macro organisms which
bring about the desired purification. This is a patented technology of IIT-Mumbai and here
wastewater is treated through various layers of the bioreactor. In our case the SBT System
treats the wastewater from the cafeteria, lavatory faucets and the kitchen. 



MOTOR PUMP

GREYWATER FROM THE RAW WATER
TANK IS SPRAYED OVER THE GREEN
PLANTATION

THE TREATED GREY WATER IS
RECIRCULATED FOR THE SECOND
ROUND OF PURIFICATION

CULTURE

GREEN
PLANTATION

RED SOIL
MEDIUM

ADDITIVE
LAYER

PARAMETER

UNIT

pH
Suspended solids
mg/L
Disolved Oxygen
mg/L
COD
mg/L
BOD
mg/L
NTU
Turbidity
Fecal Coliform
CFU/100ml

OUTPUT QUALITY
7.1 - 7.4
6 - 10
4 - 5.5
12 - 18
< 5.0
< 1.0
< 10³

Table 25 : Average output quality of water from
the SBT system based on the case studies

MEDIUM FOR
MICROBIAL
GROWTH
BIO-REACTOR BED

RAW 

WATER 

TANK

HDPE
MEMBRANE
TO 

OHT-B
STORAGE

TANK

Fig.67 Scheme of Soil Biotechnology System

FEATURE
Power consumption
Area required
Bio-sludge formation
Lifespan of Bioreactors
Payback period
Treatment type
Processing time

VALUE
< 0.2 kWh/KL
< 0.8 m²/KLD

No
25 Years
1.5 to 3 Years
Aerobic
0.5 to 2 Hrs

Table 26 : Features of the SBT system

Firstly, the greywater is stored in a raw water collection tank after which it is passed through
two Bioreactor Beds (BR1 and BR2) that consist of various layers of crushed stones, jute bags,
crushed bricks with media to support microbial growth. The treated water from the
bioreactor bed (BR1) gets collected in a collection tank (CT-1). Further, the treated water is
collected in another collection (CT-2). The treated water is then stored in the Overhead tank
and could be re-used for irrigation, washing and flushing activities. Shrubs and trees are
planted on top of the bioreactor to act as bio-indicators, organisms used to monitor the
health of the environment. Samples can be collected from 3 points of this system – inlet,
outlet and mid-way to check on quality.
BLACKWATER TREATMENT - IMPROVED SEPTIC TANK + SOIL BIOTECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

In this case, the septic tank is 3-chambered (as against the widely used 2 chamber system).
The first two chambers of the septic tank are designed to separate the settleable solids. It
allows sedimentation and allows the effluent to flow into the third. The filter chamber
consists of crushed stones. As the effluent passes through the filter layer, it undergoes
anaerobic biodegradation. The effluent from the filter chamber is then transferred to the
SBT system for further treatment. After which the treated blackwater is pumped to the
flushes of the WC and for the irrigation purposes.
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No matter how many times you filter the primary effluent of the septic tank, it presents the
potential risk to people and the environment due to the bacteria and viruses still present.
Hence, we decided not to discharge it directly into a soaking pit which might potentially
contaminate the ground water. We directed the primary effluent into the Soil Biotechnology
System from secondary treatment. The SBT system has the potential to treat the effluent
along with the greywater. Secondary treated effluent is relatively cleaner than primary
treated effluent and is colourless and odourless which makes it suitable for reuse.
DIP PIPES

MAN

HOLE

H PIPES

SOLIDS

SEDIMENTATION
CHAMBER I

PARAMETER

FILTER CHAMBER

(Anaerobic
biodegration)

FILTER MEDIA

SEDIMENTATION
CHAMBER II

FEATURE

Treatment type
Anaerobic Biodegration
No. of chambers
Three
2m x 2m x 2m
Settling tank size
1.5m x 1.5m x 2m
Filter tank size
Developer
CSE Neemli
Area
11.5 m²
Yes
Sludge formation
Frequency of
Yearly
sludge clearance
Installed capacity
8.5 KLD
Rs. 4000
Operational Exp.
Rs. 3,40,000
Captial Exp.

TO SBT
SYSTEM

Table 27 : Features of the Septic tank

Fig.68 Scheme of Improved Septic Tank

WATER ADAPTATIONS IN the SITE PLAN
The site plan showing the placement of native trees,
underground tanks, waste water treatment plants,
xeriscaping cover, natural drainage in the site,
location of check dam and recharge wells, municipal
pipeline and its connection to the building is
presented below.
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Fig.69 Landscaping Plan
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The amount of waste generated in an institutional buidling
stands at 0.2 Kg per capita per day, which is further splitted
into wet waste (44%, which might go high upto 65%) and
dry waste (56%). The master plan is splitted into 3 zones for
better waste management. Talking about zone 2 it
generates around 47,450 Kg of waste annually which are
getting utlised through ECOBOTS, vermicomposting, MRFs
(Material Recovery Facility) and hydraulic press machines.



ZO
N

ZO
N

E2

WASTE
COLLECTION

MANUAL
SORTING

FOOD WASTE

WASTE GENERATED (in kg)
WASTE

PER DAY PER MONTH

Food
Paper
Plastic
Glass
Metal
Cardboard
Leaf waste

PER YEAR

44


1320

16060

17
12
05

04

18

510
360
150
120
540

6205
4380
1825
1460
6570

30


900

10950

130

3900

47,450

Table 28 : Waste generation in the
Academic block (Zone 2)

ECOBOT

ECOBOT is a range of fully automated Organic waste
management systems capable of converting all types of
organic food and garden waste to fertilizer without any
dedicated manpower.


MATERIAL RECOVERY FACILITY

MRF is a plant that separates and prepares single-stream
recycling materials to be sold to end buyers.



Fig.71 Division of waste accumulated as per
World Bank Report

ECOBOT
COMPOST

LEAF WASTE

VERMICOMPOSTING

VERMICOMPOSTING

Making compost by using earthworms. Sold at Rs.2 to 30
per kg of compost.


COMPRESSED PLASTIC BRICKS

Non-recyclable plastic collected during the constrcution
phase and during the operation of the building are
compresed into plastic blocks and are sold in the market.

 




PLASTIC WASTE
GENERATED DURING THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE
HOSPITAL AND THE
ACADEMIC BLOCK

PAPER, PLASTIC, MATERIAL

METALS, GLASS, RECOVERY

FACILITY
CARDBOARD

NONRECYCLABLE
PLASTIC

STORED IN
METAL
CONTAINER

HYDRAULIC 

PRESS

RECYCLING
MARKET

SOLD TO THE MARKET TO GENERATE INCOME WHICH
COULD BE USED FOR INFRASTRCTURE DEVELOPMENT

WASTE
BINS

INCINERATOR

NE
ZO 3

Fig.70 Waste collection zones

The three pillars of sustainability are fulfilled through our
waste management startegy which are
SOCIAL FACTOR - We are hiring people from informal
sector for waste collection sorting process, which would
provide a livelihood for them
ECONOMIC FACTOR - Income generated from selling
the processed waste are getting used for infrastructural
development of the campu
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR - By managing the waste on
site we are actually preventing harmful gas emissions
and from contaminents.


BIO-MEDICAL

WASTE

HOSPITAL BLOCK
ACADEMIC BLOCK
HOUSING BLOCK

E1

PLASTIC
BRICKS

Fig.72 Solid waste management flow diagram
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RESILIENCE
earthquake

Our site falls in Zone 5 in the Seismic Zones Map.

EXPANSION JOINTS

Strategy

Expansion joints at regular intervals of 30 m is being
introduced, to allow movement during earthquake
for flexibility due to thermal, or seismic activity.

PILE FOUNDATION

Fig.73 : Earthquake Resilience


Instead of a standard vertical pile foundation, an inclined pile foundation increases the
structure's horizontal stiffness, resulting in a shorter natural period corresponding to the
global bending vibrations of the structures, and this decrease is likely to increase the
superstructure's seismic response. (As per the Research Paper: Experimental study of the
effect of inclined pile on the seismic behavior of pile group by Sandra Escoffier)

flood

Our site lies near Bagmati River where the river and urban flood
hazard is classified as very low based on modeled flood
information. The study says, in the next 10 years, there is less than
a 1% probability of occurrence of destructive and life-threatening
river floods in Bagmati River province. Therefore, flood hazard
does not need to be explicitly considered for our project.(Source:
https://thinkhazard.org/en/report/22351-nepal-central-bagmati/FL
)


Fig.74 : Map showing very low flood
risk at Bagmati Province


fire

Strategy

Our building is designed as per the fire safety norms of the National Building code, Part 4,
by using type 1 construction, which provides a fire rating of 2 hours
Three cores are designed and constructed at a maximum distance of 45m from the
furthest point, with pressurization shafts and fire hose cabinets installed as per the code
and fulfilling the egress requirements
Every livable space in the building is equipped with fire extinguishers and a firewater
sprinkler system to quickly put out any fires. A fire-fighting water tank of 50000 liters has
also been installed. As per IS 2189:2008, an automated fire detection system has been
implemented
To prevent fire smoke from spreading from one floor to the next, each floor has its own
AHU system. A 6m wide fire tender road runs around the building's perimeter, allowing
fire tenders access from all sides
As part of fire safety training, students will be taught how to follow safety standards.

FIRE TENDER PATH

EGRESS PATH
FIRE TENDER PATH
FIRE EXIT
FIRE CONTROL ALARM
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE HOSE CABINATE
FIRE ASSEMBLY POINT
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Fig.75 : Fire Exit Plan
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Community Resilience
Disasters such as earthquakes and landslides are common in Bagmati province. As a result,
we intend to design our building in such a way that it can function as an addition to the
medical facility during desperate times of need. This intervention aims to address the
immediate impact of disasters and its associated casualities by acting as a extension to teh
hospital and catering to the sick and wounded.
SEPARATION IN BLOCKS OF BUILDING

The building is divided into two blocks, with block A attached to the hospital and block B
independent from the hospital
Both blocks have their power supplies as well as a separate core.
BLOCK A
In case of a virus outbreak, block B can be repurposed
to accommodate those who are unaffected while
treatment can be administered in block A
Also, the blocks can share the load due to the 3 Phase
BLOCK B
system and help achieve sufficiency in the case of a
system failure in any of the blocks.

Fig.67 : Separation in blocks of building

(Refer Appendix: Engineering and Operations: Electrical
SLD)
CONVERTIBLE FURNITURES

The concept of having simply designed convertible furniture can help in assiting the hospital
during calamities.
On normal days, the cafe tables can
accommodate 4-6 people, but in the
event of a disaster, it may be converted
into a twin-size bed by adjusting the
table height and folding the backrest of
the sofa sitting.

Fig. 77 : Convertible Cafe Furniture

The front of the table has a backrest for
the seat in front of it, giving students a
little bit more comfort. These tables can
be converted into a bed, during an
emergency by stacking them side by
side and placing a mattress over them.
Fig.78 : Convertible Office furniture


SURVIVAL EMERGENCY TENTS

Within our building, we plan to store
roughly 29000 survival emergency tents
that can be used in and around the site
in the event of a crisis. The Survival
emergency tent is 2-person water and
wind-resistant survival shelter that can
withstand severe rainfall, strong winds,
snow, and freezing temperatures and
can be set up quickly and effectively
within seconds.
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Fig.79 : Survival Emergency Tents
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SEASONAL CHANGE USING KINETIC FACADE
Global warming and climate change are one the most
unpredictable hazard that is fast approaching us. We
wanted our design to adapt to seasonal change while
still catering to the required levels of thermal and
visual comfort. 


We have tackled this with a kinetic facade that can be
manually controlled by pulling the chains to allow
rotation. The WWR can be adjusted to allow or let go of
heat as and when required. The rotation of the facade
members can go from the 20 WWR to 100 WWR as and
when required to impact the heat gain due to glazing.

SELF SUFFICIENCY

TEAM - VARIABLE X
40% Open
0% Open

100% Open

Figure 80: Seasonal Facade

The biggest impact comes after a calamity due the disruption of services like water and
electricity. Hence assuring the continuity of these services becomes vital for recovery. Incase
of disruption of connection to the grid the building has its own onsite renewable energy
generation which is sufficient to cater to the needs. Water is another vital resource.
Kathmandu receives heavy rainfall for 3 months and this rain water caters to about 55.8 %
for our annual demand. Apart from this there is retention dams of 10 lakh litre capacity which
can be tapped into incase of immediate requirement.

SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

To supply hot water during calamities like
earthquakes and floods, we have incorporated a
solar concentrator system on the corridor
connecting the academic block to the hospital.
This path will serve to easily provide assistance
from the hospital to the people taking shelter in
the educational building. The solar concentrator
doesnt depend on the grid to heat it’s water and
can thus function during times of crisis. It works by
absorbing the incident solar radiation in GI pipes
and passing the heat to the water stored in the
pipes. This water is then circulated throughout the
building.

Figure 81: Solar Concentrator

SOCIAL RESLIENCE

Break-out spaces are introduced in the design
which helps in increasing the quality of work by
providing relaxing spaces for the students to take
breaks and helps in providing a comfortable work
environment with more interaction among the
students.

In addition, green spaces surrounding the built-up
operate as a sound barrier for local communities,
providing social resilience.
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Figure 82: Break-out Spaces
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Safety and Security
We aim to incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) to ensure the safety
and security of people, information, and property of
our building.
CPTED is a strategy that focuses on enhancing the
design of the built environment to reduce conflict
and violence while encouraging positive behavior. 

It includes three major methods- the electronic
method, the architectural method, and the
organizational method. We plan to design our
educational building in such a way that it enables
maximum natural surveillance and deters any
intruder from entering.  

The site's boundary has been well marked and
fenced. Pedestrian walking areas and vehicular
walkways have been separated. The public and
private spaces are separated from one another.
CCTV cameras are used in the technological
approach to keep an eye on the students and
intruders.

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE
AND VISUAL CONNECTIVITY

Figure 83: Natural Surveillance

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
In our design, we aim to make it user-friendly for all groups of people including physically
disabled people. The design of spaces is inclusive, accessible, informative, and flexible for
every user.
or non-ambulatory and semi-ambulatory people, a
ramp with a 1 10 slope has been built at the
building's entrance.
To assist blind people, guiding blocks are placed
both outside paths and within the corridors indoors.
Doorways are provided as per disabled accessibility
standards (ECBC and BC)
PWD toilets for disabled people are provided on
each floor with support bars.
Wheelchair-accessible lifts with handrail support are
being provided for easy vertical circulation for
everyone.

F

:

N

leed certification AND SUPER ECBC COMPLIANT

4 A ss b Toilet

Figure 8 : cce i le

We aim to design a building that can achieve LEED platinum certification based on the
client's specific requirements. LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a
green building certification program that is used all over the world
According to the client, we must aim for a LEED Platinum rating, which requires at least
80 points out of a possible 110. We worked for 98 points and are confirmed about 81
points which fulfills our goal of LEED Platinum rating
The building guidelines are in accordance with SuperECBC
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ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS
SCHEDULE - OCCUPANCY

Table 29 : Schedule-Occupancy

Note:
Exam Halls shall operate on the following dates: 7th Feb - 7th March, 13th April - 15th
June, 15th July - 15th August
Lecture theatres will not function on: days when the exam halls are functioning, holidays
and weekends. 

After a discussion with the project partner and the academic calender and time table of the
Tribhuvan university, an occupancy schedule was drawn. The occupancy schedule was made
meticulously across the day and through different months and holidays for each space. the
lighting and equipment schedules are guided by the occupancy schedule. In lighting, the
artificial lighting schedule is altered to fulfill the requirement when the daylight is lacking
and there hours are calculated with the help of lighting control simulation in designbuilder.
*Refer to appendix for detailed schedules

SCHEDULE - HVAC
Table 30 : HVAC - Schedule

SCHEDULE - opening and vents
The scheduling of the DOAS system and opeings
were done alternatively. For the winter months the
opening were closed and in the summer months the
windows and vents are schduled to be open, while
the DOAS system was done vice versa except for
laboratories where it functions throughout the year.

ELECTRICAL SLD

The SLD explains the electrical
arrangement of the building indicating
the components and path of the circuit. 

A typical solar photovoltaic energy
source generates electricity for regular
utility and surplus is fed back to the
transmission linevia switchgear board
and utility meter. 

Fig. 85: Electrical SLD
A 250 KVA rated generator provides assistance in case of outage ensuring smooth running of
necessary appliances, pumps and elevators.

Overvoltage protection gear has been installed b/w solar PV input and the switchgear board
to avoid damage due to surge voltages with circuit breakers having a rating of about 125% of
the rated current. 

MCCBs and ACBs are installed along the distribution channel with easy relaying mechanism
for quick repairs.
Controller

Solar P.V Input

Distribution

Transformer

11kV 3Phase
from Feeder

Meter

Switch Gear
Board

440V/240V

3 Phase 

Output

Bus Bar Panel

440V/240V

Distribution
Distribution

3-phase

For Pump Room

3-phase

For Plug and Light
Load

3-phase

To HVAC Load

Diesel
Generator
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STRUCTURE
The Structural Design of
theAcademic block has been
done with manual calculations
considering Inclined Pile
foundation as the site lies in
seismic zone 5.

Beams

Columns

Slab

shear wall

Fig.86 : Structural Framework of Building

The Design is IS-456 Code complaint and has been done for M-25 Grade of concrete and
Fe-415 Steel.
The Span of 5 x 10 m has been taken and detailed calculations have been done (thumb rules
also considered) for Beam, Slab, column and Footing design showing the efficiency of the
structural system for the building. A maximum span od 10 m has been considered for
designing a safe structure.


After doing the detailed calculations, following are the final sizes of the structural members;

Beam size considered - 300 x 700 mm

Column sizes - 400 x 400 mm

Slab thickness - 150 & 120 mm

Footing size - 4 m x 4 m




HVAC DESIGN
The HVAC System was designed as DOAS System for Fresh Air Exchanges. The ventilation
rates were calculated as per the required rates in National Building Code 2016. The filter
added an extra amount of ventilation provision due to the added filter. Provision of a filter
in Bio-Safety Level II Conditioned Zones (Research Labs). 

Floor

Area

Basement
GF
1F
2F
3F

1714
3049
3136
3027
2140

Ventilation Rate (l/s)

Model Name
MKS05D6/C-T
MKS05D6/C-T
MKS07D6/C-T
MKS08D6/C-T
MKS07D6/C-T

1407
1338
1772
2113
1714

Ventilation Rate (CFM)
2967.86
2822.65
3738.23
4458.75
3616.35

LxBxH
1784 x 786 x 1084
1784 x 786 x 1084
1984 x 846 x 1084
1984 x 936 x 1084
1984 x 846 x 1084

Table 31 : Ventilation rate and Circulation

Fig.87 : AHU Rightsizing
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building management system
A Building Management System is a computer-based system installed in buildings to manage
and monitor equipment such as air-conditioning, heating, ventilation, lighting, power
systems, security devices, IoT sensors, energy and gas meters. Traditional BMS consists of
servers, supervisory devices, field buses, controllers, inputs, and outputs. They are also
known as Building Automation Systems (BAS). BMS collect information through 3 main
channels; sensors, installed equipment, and third party integrated systems.
Maintenance &
Admin Staff

Faculty &
Resident Doctors
Fig 89 : Data Points for a BMS System

Community

Fig 90 : Stakeholders in the Building

management app

Fig 92 : Management App Sample Screen

A management app, created for staff to
report problems, & collabarate with various
departments for maintenance, etc. The user
flow of the app depicts how it relates to the
BMS system and its operations.

Fig 91 : App Flow for Management App

An art installation has been centrally placed
in the building. It uses real time data from the
BMS System to display the energy pattern.
When the lights shine outside, the energy is
being generated and when they shine inside,
it is being consumed.
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Fig 94 : Art Installation to show Energy Consumption and Generation
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INNOVATION
One of the major constraints our building
faced was heat loss through the walls in
the ground floor and basement. To
combat this, we have designed a wall
section using plastic bricks and additional
insulation from the library books and air
gap. Plastic waste like gloves, containers
and syringes produced during the phase
wise construction of the campus will be
utilised to make the plastic bricks.

plastic brick

PLASTIC BRICKS

Fig. 93 : Wall Section Using Plastic Bricks

a

He

PROCESS

The Tribhuvan university project is proposed to be
constructed in phases with the hospital block built
before the education and housing blocks. Taking
advantage of this time frame, plastic waste created
during the construction and running of the hospital
block is used to make the plastic bricks. This reduces
both the amount of unusable plastic entering the
environment due to construction, and the energy that
the building uses to maintain thermal comfort. Plastic
waste generated onsite during construction and
running of the hospital block is collected and stored.
The waste is shredded before going to the compressing
machine. The compressing machine melts the shredded
plastics with super heated water and by compressing in
a dye, the plastic block is created. The plastic blocks are
stacked and rebar is added while assembling.

The section consists of a layer of plastic bricks
reinforced with rebar, followed by an air gap and a layer
of books. The air gap caused by stacking books against
the edge of the shelf creates a thermal barrier, which
along with the plastic bricks drastically reduce heat loss
through walls and reduce the HVAC load which brings
down the overall energy consumption.

On simulating our wall in a G +1 building, we found that
it reduces the heat design capacity by upto 16.41%. 

The GWP of 0.57 kg CO2 eq. of a regular red brick is
replaced with a plastic brick having 0 kg CO2 eq.
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Fig.111 : Heating Design Capacity Simulation for Plastic
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Fig. 94 : Process of Making Plastic Bricks
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Fig.95 : Modules of Kinetic Facade
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Our main aim with the
facade was to make it as
scalable in similar regions
and as cheap to produce as
possible. This is reflected in
the choice of materials and
the simple mechanism that
makes the facade work.
Kathmandu faces cold winters and needs a high
WWR to maximise solar heat gain. The same WWR
leads to overheating in the summers due to excess
heat gain. Our solution to this was to have a facade
with a changeable WWR that can be adjusted as
needed and applied anywhere in kathmandu. To do
this we chose simple, easily available materials like
bamboo frames, PTFE fabrics, aluminium sections,
steel chains and a simple fan-like mechanism for
each unit. Each fan consits of a bamboo frame of
1200mm radius occupying a window frame 1700mm
x 2500mm. One arm of the fan is attached to the
window frame and remains stable while the other is
attached to the rotating member. The chains wind
around each fan member and meet at the roof
where they can be adjusted according to the indoor
temperature. Avoiding machinery in the functioning
of the facade brings the cost down and makes it
applicable in different scales. It can be used in a
small residential unit as well as a big office complex.
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SOLAR CONCENTRATORS FOR STERILISATION

Utililizing the roof of the corridor connecting the
eductaional building and the hospital by designing a
Solar concentrator system helps both by cutting
down excess heat in the corridor and providing
emergency hot water during calamities like
eathquakes and landslides that kathmandu is prone
to. The concentrator works by trapping incident
solar radiation in the pipes and black base which is
then transferred to the water and circulated
tthroughout the building.
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Fig.96 : Facade Mechanism

Ice Line Refridgerator TO WARM WATER

Ice lined refrigerators work by extracting heat from
inside the box and dissipating it out. Since the
research laboratories in our building have one ILR
each, a lot of heat that can be reused goes waste.
The Ice-lined refridgerator generates upto 0.175 kW
of heat which is used to reheat the pipes upto 50°C
(after including transmission losses, etc.) used within
the labs for washing hands, instruments and so on.
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Fig.97 : Ice Lined Refridgerator To Warm Water

Fig.98 : Solar Concentrator For Sterilisation
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SOCIAL DISTANCE TRACKING PANELS
The COVID-19 pandemic has swept the globe. In this
epidemic, the virus showed extremely strong human-tohuman transmission capability. Our proposal intends to
use the change of the color of the LED light pads to trace
people's movement in a certain space, to visualize the
"safe distance". This not only keeps the public space open
to some extent but also reduces the risk of people coming
into contact with the virus.
The device is present in
high-risk zones. A 6-foot
radius gets highlighted by
the color according to the
pressure on the panel.
After a person exits the
area, the color of the light
board fades and returns to
its original state, signaling
that the space is safe to
Fig.99 : LED Floor Panel
walk on.

PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL FOR COMPUTER ROOMS
Rooms with varying but high occupancy like computer
rooms and exam halls experience swings in temperature.
During exams, when a lot of people gather in the same
room temperatures go up, and it does down rapidly when
they leave. Phase Change Material run through GI pipes
suspended in the ceiling and mounted on the columns
absorbs excess heat when the indoor temperature goes
above 22° and re-radiates it when it goes below. A stable
Temperature is thus maintained which adds to the comfort
of the occupants. Excess heat is also trapped by the

PCM material during summers bringing down

the temperature in the day and radiating 

the heat in the night.
PCM material chosen - Paraffin wax.

Ceiling consists of paraffin wax
encapsulated in GI pipes attached
to a steel frame. Column consits of
paraffin wax between aluminium
backing and copper fins.

Fig. 101: PCM, copper fins on
columns

Fig. 102: PCM run through copper pipes in
the ceiling
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Fig.100 : Mechanism LED Floor Panel

Copper fins
PCM layer Paraffin wax
Aluminium backing
GI pipes filled with
PCM material
Steel frame

Fig.103 : Phase Change Material - Working
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Demographics
15 Lakhs

2.91
Crores

16432

2000

Population of
Kathmandu
Valley

Total
Population of
Nepal

Total
Doctors in
Nepal

No of doctors
graduating
annually

1 : 850

600

Doctor to
No of super
specialised doctors Population ratio
in Kathmandu
graduating
valley
annually

Source: https://graphnepal.com/number-of-doctors-in-nepal/
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Considering the statistics over the next decade Nepal is
going to have approximately 20-25000 new doctors.
Out of these 25000 doctors if we assume
approximately 40% of doctors study super
specialization then we are looking at approximately
10000 doctors to be trained at national level.


There are currently only two institutes available for
super specialization(Kathmandu Medical College&
Institute of Medicine, Tribhuvan University). Therefore,
Nepal would need to have many more similar academic
blocks.
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Fig 104 : Future Doctor Projection in Nepal
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Construction timeline of the Project
The CAPEX of our project is initially estimated to be high due to efficient systems being used
in the project. But over time the reduced OPEX would generate a significant amount of
savings. We have no constraint in terms of construction time as it is a publicly funded project
as well as also a part of a larger campus. It would depend on the tender and contract
processes done by the client and the master planner.


Estimated time of Construction for the Academic Block : 18 months
Phase 1: Site 

Development

Phase 2:

Hospital Building

Phase 3:

Housing + Emergency

Phase 4:

Academic

Fig 105 : Phase Wise Construction Timeline

Months

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Site Infrastructure
Procurement of Materials & Machinery

Foundation works & lower ground floor
structure

Ground floor
First floor
Second floor
Third floor

Services
Finishing work
Interior finishes
Fig 106 : Construction Timeline

Future Potential
Due to a lack of developed medical infrastructure in the country, and a planned government
initiative to increase medical spending over time, the demand for medical institutes is
increasing. Hence, the need for quality super-specialty medical colleges, such as this project,
will increase and our design model will be a good design basis for future projects. Also, Nepal
being a signatory to Paris Climate Agreement has promised to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 0.07% over time. Therefore, our net-zero energy building can be a good basis
point for architects to develop it further for future projects.

SCALABILITY & MARKET POTENTIAL OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS
Plastic Bricks
During our discussion with the Industry partner (Buildup Nepal), they suggested that the
CSEB machines can be retrofited to produce Plastic Waste Bricks. Following things would be
needed to be retrofitted into the machine: Pressurised Hot Water Tank and Drainage for
water.
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The cost of the retrofitted machine would be 35% more than the original machine. The
machine would approximately cost around NPR 3,98,250. This concept can easily be scalable
along the contoured areas in Nepal where basement heating requires excessive amount of
energy. Also, the embodied energy of the brick would be really low due to plastic waste
being the raw material.


Buildup Nepal has a established network of dealers across the country for their main CSEB
brick machines. This product can be pitched along side to the same customers. The market
size for insulating material is approximately NPR 1200 crores expected to grow 5% CAGR.

Low cost kinetic facade
Kinetic facades have been really popular
in terms of external wall elevation
expression as well as climatology in
between architects. But due to their
relatively high cost, a lot of projects
werent able to incoporate them.


Details
Single SS Ball bearing (2 No.)

1700 X 2500 MM PTFE Cloth

SS 36 M Long Chain connecting 20 Units

Total Cost per Unit

Total Cost of the Facade attached to Curtain Wall

Cost (NPR)
2370X2 = 4740

2400

857

7997

9,59,640


Table 32 : Kinetic Facade Detailed Cost Summary

With our innovation, we have been able to figure out an affordable module which can be
replicated to construct a facade. In terms of comparing the cost, we have been able to
reduce the cost of the facade by 50% by bringing it down to approximately 1800 NPR per
sqm as compared to 3400 NPR for traditional kinetic facades.


The assembly is easy to produce in factories with all the materials locally available in the
market except the PTFE cloth which is imported in bulk quanitites. With further expansion,
the cost can be further reduced. The market size for kinetic facades is very big especially in
temperate and composite based climates. Hence, it ould promote exports from Nepal
thereby, helping he ecconomy.

Business Model for CSEB Bricks
Installation of CSEB machines and recover the CAPEX through reduced cost of on-site brick
production. These machines will then be available for the local families to maintain and
continue the production of CSEB bricks for sale.
CAPEX: 10 Double Moud Machine,
Provision of 4 Week Training (Build-up
Nepal)

OPEX: Energy for functioning for machine

Revenue Generation Model: Production
and 800-900 bricks in 8 hours

Sourcing: Externally sourced sand and
cement. Excavated Earth from contour
cutting and filling. 
* Top soil (30 cm) will be preserved and
reused in landscaping on site.

Location: Existing reduntant structures in
Master Plan

Details
CSEB Brick from market

In situ CSEB Brick (Raw material from market)

In situ CSEB Brick (Using Soil excavated from site)

Saving on each brick 

No. of Bricks required for Academic Block

Savings on Bricks(Avg. Saving on each brick 20 NPR)

CAPEX for 1 machine

CAPEX on 10 Machines

Effective Savings during the construction process

Payback period (years) 
Brick Production per day

Revenue per day

Profit per day (SP - Raw material - Labor Cost)  
(7.5 NPR per brick)

Cost (NPR)
50

35 

25 

15 - 25 

8,00,975

1,60,19,500

2,95,000 
29,50,000

1,30,69,500

1 

8000 
4,00,000 
60,000

Table 33 : CSEB Detailed Cost Summary
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COST OPTIMISATION (Appendix 11a)
For our project, the direct users are the students
and staff, whereas the other stakeholders include
the client and the university administration.
The approach was to plan and design the aesthetics
and infrastructure of the building which can also
help in optimizing the performance at energy,
water, and comfort criteria.

Fig 107 : Distribution Chart for total Building Cost

Water Savings
sing efficient plumbing fixtures with low flow
rates. Although these fixtures are more expensive,
we save money on the monthly utility bill as this
uses less water. This has resulted in increased
CAPEX initially and reduced OPEX eventually.
(Appendix 5E)
U

Fig 108 : Base case comparison of Capex, Opex for water
fixtures

Solar PV Panel

e have used solar panels to generate renewable
energy for self consumption. Reference (LCC in
Appendix 11B)  
W

nitial CAPEX: INR 1,28,79,000 
per year: INR 3,20,000 
Saving per year: INR 37,01,820 
Payback period: 3.5 years

I

OPEX

Fig 109 : Return of Investment for PV panels

Envelope, HVAC Rightsizing ,Lighting Fixtures and Equipment
Optimisation
The envelope has been modified to reduce the U
value to the recommended ECBC levels which
reduces EPI.


ystems have been minimized for only the
provision of fresh air. The heating load is sufficient
due to the passive strategy. 

EnergyStar
Rated
equipment and BEE Rated
Lighting Fixtures were provided to reduce power
consumption.

HVAC S

Fig 110 : Base case Comparison of HVAC, Equipement Lighitng

Innovation costing
Details
50 cm X 50 cm color changing panel

50 cm X 50 cm Flexible Pressure Sensor

50 cm X 50 cm Rubber Backing Board

Digital Signal Sensor

Wooden Structural Frame for 50 X 50 cm

Total cost per 0.25 sqm

Total cost per sqm

Total Area

Total Cost

Cost (NPR)
Cost (NPR)
Details
araffin Wax for per sq m.

3335


25 mm diameter Copper pipes per sqm.
at 50 mm spacing

6265

Cost per sqm.

9600

Area of ceiling in Computer Lab

310

Total Cost
29,80,000

2400

2500


P

520

330

204

5954


,

23 816 
695


,

,

,

1 60 66 273

Table 35 : Phase Change Material Cost Summary

Table 34 : Floor Panel Cost Summary
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COMMUNICATION
SOCIAL MEDIA INTERACTIONS

As responsible stakeholders of the future, we have
tried to not just implement, but also spread the word
about sustainability and the importance of Net-Zero on
buildings. To bring about a change we started our own
social media page.
We have about 8886
impressions in the past 90
days, a total of 923 accounts
reached in the past 90 days
and a 35% growth in the past
1 week.

PITCH TO PROJECT PARTNER

Ever been to a hospital? Full of outstanding doctors, making your lives easier? No wonder
they're so wonderfully infrastructured, right? To provide them with an environment that
helps them perform. But where do this understanding and learning come from? Of course!
The medical institutes. And we believe that it's time there is a change in the way they learn.
Millions of people are impacted by super specialty medical education facilities. Not only the
doctors but hundreds of others who are in contact with them daily. So what does this all
mean, spatially? How do we bring this change? Yes, you got it right! By creating a selfsufficient building and decreasing dependency on other sources to improve the quality of
the space. While achieving thermal comfort, ensuring resilience in case of a calamity,
ensuring health and well-being - mental and physical, and reducing operational costs.

CONNECTION AND INTERACTION
Direct
connection to
the hospital
block in case of
emergencies.

Interactive spaces
to impact mental
health.

Scalable Strategies

to have a larger
impact.

Art Installations to
allow ecovisualisation to make
users conscious about
the usage patterns.
Client
requirement
considerations.

MEDICAL FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Sanitation
Booths at
entrances and
washrooms

Following pandemic
protocols in case of
virus spreads.

Social distancing
in high risk zones
using pressurised
LED Floor Panels.

CERTIFICATION
Rated as LEED Platinum

Compliant to Super ECBC

AFFORDABILITY

Payback period of 3.5 Years
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Design optimisation

Economic and locally available,
earthquake resistant materials to help
reduce heating loads .
Efficient Lighting and EnergyStar rated
equipment to help reduce energy

consumption .
Innovative technologies such as prefabricated modules for faster
construction .
Heat load reduction due to passive
strategies using an atrium.

TEAM - VARIABLE X
SOCIAL VALUES

Recycling tonnes of agricultural
waste generated in Kathmandu to

generate electricity.
Creating local job opportunities using CSEB
brick construction.

First Green Educational Building in
Kathmandu to inspire and evolve
the construction mentalities.

SOCIAL ASPECT

1 Entire Floor Plate is
transformable into a


Community Resilience
Shelter


Plastic Bricks


Selling of 


CSEB Bricks


allow 0 Embodied Energy in
to empower local communities comparison to a conventional
brick


and facilitate employment



PASSIVE STRATEGIES
Passive Heating due to


Southern Solar Glazing


Lighting Optimisation allows


90% Daylit Hours


NET POSITIVE ENERGY SYSTEM

on site
potential

16.41% decrease in
heating design


Total Annual Energy Consumption


Net-Zero achieved using solar

Total Annual Energy Generation
Through 405kW Solar Panels


64.85 kWh/day of electricity
generated from biomass sold per
year

4,,76,550 kWh


panels itself.

4,96,057 kWh

NET POSITIVE WATER SYSTEM

50% of the total water demand
met by rainwater harvesting.

34.26% greywater sold to
municipality.

Using Plastic Bricks


3 KL

85% of generated
wastewater is recycled.

1 00 recharged into the
ground through recharge wells.
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